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57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To make electric currents easily flow through ground

viring layer and a power supply wiring layer, by changing the directions of rowed via

lole groups extended from a capacitor.

SOLUTION: In a muitilayered wiring board, rowed via holes 61 and 62 are extended

:oward the rear surface 100B of the board. Of the via holes 61 and 62, those via holes

51a are connected to a ground wiring layer 51 provided between first insulating layers

111, and the rowing direction of the holes 61a is turned to a direction which is nearly

)arallel to a cut line (virtual line) C-C by means of a turning via hole 162. Between

second insulating layers 112, consequently, an insulating pattern formed between a

>ower supply wiring layer 153 and a turning via hole connecting conductor layer which

connects turning via holes 162 to each other is extended in nearly parallel to the

virtual line C-C, and an electric current flows through a power supply wiring layer 153s

>etween them. Therefore, the resistance of the wiring layer 153 can be lowered.

3etween third insulating layers 113, in addition, signal wiring 156a can be passed

hrough the space between turned extension via hole groups 163.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The terminal formation field which is a field which has a front face and a rear face and occupies a part of above-mentioned front face, and

contains many IC connection terminals in the interior, The external connection terminal of a large number containing the power supply terminal for

supplying the earth terminal and power-source potential for being formed in the above-mentioned front face or a rear face, and supplying touch-down
potential to IC chip, The capacitor pad which is formed in the above-mentioned front face or a rear face, and connects a capacitor, It is formed

between the insulating layers to which it is a preparation ********** substrate and a two-layer insulating layer intervenes at least between the fields

in which the above-mentioned capacitor pad was formed. A part of flow way which flows through the above-mentioned IC connection terminal, the

above-mentioned earth terminal, or a power supply terminal is constituted. The above-mentioned multilayer-interconnection substrate plane view and

when it sees through It has the solid conductor layer which spreads between the earth terminals or power supply terminals by which the above-

mentioned flow is carried out at least with the above-mentioned terminal formation field. The above-mentioned capacitor pad It is on the imaginary

line which ties the above-mentioned earth terminal or power supply terminal which connects the above-mentioned multilayer-interconnection

substrate to the above-mentioned terminal formation field and the above-mentioned solid conductor layer plane view and when it sees through. And it

is the beer group which the longitudinal direction intersects the above-mentioned imaginary line, is arranged, and is prolonged from the above-
mentioned capacitor pad. Maintaining a list, the above-mentioned solid conductor layer, and an insulation at the longitudinal direction of a capacitor

pad in the insulating layer which constitutes the field in which a capacitor pad is formed at least It has the beer group prolonged towards an opposite

side side across between the above-mentioned insulating layers in which this solid conductor layer was formed. The above-mentioned beer group The
inside of the two-layer insulating layer which locates and adjoins the field side in which the above-mentioned capacitor pad was formed rather than

the above-mentioned solid conductor layer, The beer group formed in the insulating layer by the side of the above-mentioned capacitor pad

constitutes one successive installation beer group on a par with the longitudinal direction of the above-mentioned capacitor pad. 1 or two or more
conversion beer groups which are located in a line in the parallel direction are constituted, the beer group formed in the insulating layer by the side of

the above-mentioned capacitor pad and an opposite side — the above-mentioned imaginary line — abbreviation — Between each beer of a

conversion extension beer group and the solid conductor layers which are formed between the above-mentioned two-layer insulating layers, are

equipped with the conversion conductor layer which flows through the above-mentioned successive installation beer group and the above-mentioned

conversion beer group, and are prolonged in the above-mentioned opposite side side from the above-mentioned conversion beer group or this the

insulation between both — maintaining — the above-mentioned imaginary line — abbreviation — the multilayer-interconnection substrate

characterized by having the insulating pattern of the configuration prolonged or located in a line in the parallel direction.

[Claim 2] The multilayer-interconnection substrate which is a multilayer-interconnection substrate according to claim 1 , and is characterized by being

formed between the insulating layer from which said conversion conductor layer constitutes the field in which said capacitor pad was formed, and the

insulating layer which adjoins this.

[Claim 3] The multilayer-interconnection substrate characterized by making large spacing of the above-mentioned longitudinal direction of the beer

which ********** in an adjoining conversion beer group as compared with spacing of the longitudinal direction of said capacitor pad of each beer in

the above-mentioned successive installation beer group when it has two or more said conversion beer groups which are multilayer—interconnection

substrates according to claim 1 or 2, and are connected with said one successive installation beer group.

[Claim 4] The multilayer-interconnection substrate which is a multilayer-interconnection substrate according to claim 3, and is characterized by

having the signal wiring inserted into said conversion beer groups or said conversion extension beer groups.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention] L

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] The laminating of the conductor layers, such as an insulating layer, a signal wiring layer, and touch-down, a power-source
wiring layer, is carried out, and this invention relates to the multilayer-interconnection substrate which equips the front face or rear face with a

*

capacitor especially about the multilayer-interconnection substrate carrying IC chip.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, in order to prevent that a noise invades into touch-down potential or power-source potential in the
multilayer-interconnection substrate carrying IC chip, and actuation of IC becomes unstable, inserting a decoupling capacitor between touch-down
wiring and power-source wiring is performed. For example, what carries the ceramic chip capacitor which consists of a ceramic of a high dielectric

constant in the front face and rear face of a multilayer—interconnection substrate (only henceforth a substrate) is mentioned, moreover, the terminal
prepared in IC chip since touch-down potential and power-source potential are needed in every place of IC chip — many (the time abbreviation
moiety) — the structure which is used as the terminal for touch-down potential or power-source potential, therefore can pull out touch-down
potential and power-source potential by every place of a substrate is searched for. Moreover, in order that touch-down wiring and power-source
wiring may pass many currents rather than the usual signal wiring, it is called for that it is low resistance. Since such a demand is filled, solid touch-
down wiring and solid power-source wiring may be prepared covering a large area between the insulating layers of a multilayer-interconnection
substrate. Furthermore, although electrostatic capacity is not so large inside a substrate, a capacitor may be made to constitute from making such
touch-down wiring and power-source wiring counter through an insulating layer.

[0003] By the way, in the usual substrate, IC chip is carried in the surface center of abbreviation, and it considers as the structure of connecting
external connection terminals formed in the periphery section of this, a rear face, or a front face, such as a pin and a ball, with wiring formed in the
interior of a substrate, in many cases. If plane view is carried out about such a substrate, and an insulating layer is seen through and the circuit

pattern of each signal wiring is seen, generally, from IC connection terminal for signals located near an abbreviation center, each signal wiring is

prolonged in an outline radial toward the periphery section of a substrate, and connects with the external connection terminal for signals, i.e., it will

become the fan-out pattern with which spacing of signal wiring spreads gradually towards outside. Moreover, since the current which flows solid

touch-down wiring and solid power-source wiring also passes along the shortest path when connecting with the object for touch-down, or the external
connection terminal for power sources through solid touch-down wiring and solid power-source wiring from touch-down or a voltage regulator
connection terminal, it is thought that a current flows to an outline radial. In addition, in the above-mentioned explanation, the beer which penetrates
each insulating layer and connects a vertical layer is omitted and explained.

[0004] In order to connect the both ends of a capacitor to touch-down potential and power-source potential, respectively as described above in

carrying a capacitor in the front face or rear face of a substrate, it is made to connect with touch-down wiring and power—source wiring inside a
substrate through beer on the other hand from the capacitor pad prepared in the substrate front face (or rear face). In addition, although this

capacitor pad is based also on the electrode configuration of the capacitor to carry, generally, one pair of capacitor pads are formed in parallel with
the shape of "=", and each pad is made into the shape of an abbreviation rectangle in many cases. It is made to extend inside a substrate in many
cases, forming as much beer as possible that it should consider as connection of low resistance as much as possible since noise rejection capacity
will decline if the connection resistance with capacitor and touch-down wiring and power-source wiring becomes large here, connecting both in many
cases, installing beer successively for spacing narrowly (putting) as much as possible along with the longitudinal direction of a capacitor pad, and
maintaining spacing of beer.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, un-arranging may arise in the relation between the longitudinal direction of a capacitor pad, the
sense of the current which flows solid above-mentioned touch-down wiring and above-mentioned solid power-source wiring, or the sense in which
signal wiring spreads. Since it is decided in consideration of the property of a substrate, an ease of attachment of a capacitor, etc. which are
demanded, how a capacitor is arranged on the surface of a substrate (or rear face) may become the sense of the radial which goes to a periphery, and
the crossing sense from the center of a substrate whose longitudinal direction of a capacitor pad is a direction where the sense of the current which
flows solid touch-down wiring etc., and signal wiring spread. When the beer installed successively is prolonged in an opposite side (rear-face or front
face) side here exceeding a solid touch-down wiring layer and a solid signal wiring layer, it is difficult to form the parts of solid touch-down wiring etc.,

or to form signal wiring, as it passes along during this period, maintaining the beer and the insulation which were installed successively at narrow
spacing. Therefore, in a touch-down wiring layer etc., the insulating pattern prolonged in the longitudinal direction and almost same direction of a

capacitor pad is formed in order to maintain the insulation with the beer installed successively. For this reason, since the current which flows a touch-
down wiring layer etc. will detour around this insulating pattern and will flow, resistance becomes high relatively. Moreover, since signal wiring is also
formed so that it may bypass around the beer installed successively, resistance of signal wiring increases, and when distance becomes long, it

produces delay of a signal.

[0006] It explains with reference to the multilayer—interconnection substrate 00 shown in drawing 6 . Many flip chip pads 31 which equip with the IC
chip IC by flip chip bonding are formed in surface 00A of this substrate 00, and the capacitor pad 32 of the shape of an abbreviation rectangle for
fixing and carrying the laminating ceramic chip capacitor Con with Pewter SR is also further formed in it Moreover, the pin pad 33 was formed in rear-
face 00B, and the pin 81 has fixed to it. Between [ 11-14] the insulating layers of insulating layers 1-5 of five layers, the touch-down wiring layers 51
and 57 which connect with the flip chip pad 31 through beer 41-44, the power-source wiring layer 53, and signal wiring 56 were formed, and these are
connected to the pin pad 33 and a pin 81 through beer 73-75, respectively. Earth terminal and pin 81b becomes [ pin 81a ] a power supply terminal
among this pin 81. Moreover, between beer, in order to ensure connection between beer, the beer pads 34-37 are also formed. When it has connected
with the touch-down wiring layers 51 and 57 and the power-source wiring layer 53, respectively and Capacitor Con is seen in circuit by the group of
the beer 61-64 (successive installation beer 61-64) located in a line with the longitudinal direction (drawing Nakamae back) of the capacitor pad 32
seriate, it intervenes between two-layer [ this ] and has the work which removes the noise produced among these as the so-called decoupling
capacitor. It is made for 61 to successive installation beer 64 comrades belonging to one group to have much beer formed at the smallest possible
spacing. It is for making [ many ] the number of the beer which can be formed and making connection resistance with a power-source wiring layer and
a touch-down wiring layer as small as possible.
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[0007] the situation of the power-source wiring layer 53 grade formed in 1 2 between the 2nd insulating layer here — the plane view from the surface

00A side — and if it sees through, it will become like drawing 7 (a). In addition, in order for this specification to show arrangement of the beer formed

up and down in a top view, The beer currently formed in the insulating layer (it will be an insulating layer 2 if it says by this example) which is in the

space bottom among the vertical two-layer insulating layers (insulating layers 2 and 3 which adjoin by 12 between the 2nd insulating layer if it says by

this example) which adjoin between the considered insulating layers by x mark The beer currently formed in the space bottom (it will be an insulating

layer 3 if it says by this example) will be expressed with O mark. Therefore, when beer is lapped and formed in the vertical direction, x mark and O
mark may be drawn as it is Beer (x mark shows like) 42 connected with the power-source wiring layer 53 formed in 1 2 between the 2nd

insulating layer by spreading through beer 41 from the flip chip pad 31, and beer (O mark shows like) 73 has connected with it through beer 75 and 74

from the pin 81. Therefore, a current will flow between the node of beer 42, and the node of beer 73 among this power-source wiring layer 53. In

addition, there are some which are not connected to the power-source wiring layer 53, but connect with beer 43 through the beer pad 35, and are

prolonged in the rear-face 00b side in the inside of beer 42.

[0008] By the way, in order to insulate between the successive installation beer connection conductor layer 54 which connects the successive

installation beer 62 and 63 comrades which are prolonged from the capacitor pad 32, and the power-source wiring layers 53 which spread in 12

between the 2nd insulating layer, therefore it is long in the vertical direction in drawing 7 (a), in drawing 6 , the long insulating pattern 92 of an

abbreviation hollow square shape is formed in 1 2 between the 2nd insulating layer at the cross direction. The capacitor pad 32 is because it is made

the long abbreviation rectangle in drawing 6 at the cross direction, if it sees here about beer 42a on cutting-plane-line C-C, and beer 73a — this

cutting-plane-line C-C — since the successive installation beer connection conductor layer 54 and the insulating pattern 92 are also located

upwards, as a broken line shows the current which flows during this period in drawing 7 (a), and the successive installation beer connection conductor

layer 54 and the insulating pattern 92 are bypassed, it will flow. For this reason, the path along which a current passes becomes long and resistance in

the meantime becomes high. That is, the grounding resistance of the power-source wiring layer 53 will go up with such a pattern.

[0009] If similarly plane view of the situation of the signal wiring 56 grade formed in 13 between the 3rd insulating layer is carried out from the surface

00A side, it will become like drawing 7 (b). Since there is a successive installation beer connection conductor layer 55 which connects successive

installation beer 63 comrades also in this case, signal wiring 56a which connects beer 43a formed on cutting-plane-line C-C and beer 74a will avoid

the successive installation beer connection conductor layer 55, and will detour greatly. For this reason, the die length of signal wiring 56a becomes

long, that resistance goes up, and delay arises to a signal.

[0010] Though it is made in view of this trouble and the front face or rear face of a substrate is equipped with a capacitor pad, this invention converts

the successive installation direction of the successive installation beer group prolonged from this capacitor pad, and it is made easy to flow a current

in a solid touch-down wiring layer and a solid power-source wiring layer, and it aims at reducing resistance. Furthermore, it makes it possible to

connect signal wiring with short distance, and aims at offering a substrate with the signal wiring of low resistance.

[0011]

[Means for Solving the Problem and its Function and Effect] And the terminal formation field which is a field which the solution means has a front face

and a rear face, and occupies a part of above-mentioned front face, and contains many IC connection terminals in the interior. The external

connection terminal of a large number containing the power supply terminal for supplying the earth terminal and power-source potential for being

formed in the above-mentioned front face or a rear face, and supplying touch-down potential to IC chip, The capacitor pad which is formed in the

above-mentioned front face or a rear face, and connects a capacitor, It is formed between the insulating layers to which it is a preparation

********** substrate and a two-layer insulating layer intervenes at least between the fields in which the above-mentioned capacitor pad was formed.

A part of flow way which flows through the above-mentioned IC connection terminal, the above-mentioned earth terminal, or a power supply terminal

is constituted. The above-mentioned multilayer-interconnection substrate plane view and when it sees through It has the solid conductor layer which

spreads between the earth terminals or power supply terminals by which the above-mentioned flow is carried out at least with the above-mentioned

terminal formation field. The above-mentioned capacitor pad It is on the imaginary line which ties the above-mentioned earth terminal or power supply

terminal which connects the above-mentioned multilayer-interconnection substrate to the above-mentioned terminal formation field and the above-

mentioned solid conductor layer plane view and when it sees through. And it is the beer group which the longitudinal direction intersects the above-

mentioned imaginary line, is arranged, and is prolonged from the above-mentioned capacitor pad. Maintaining a list, the above-mentioned solid

conductor layer, and an insulation at the longitudinal direction of a capacitor pad in the insulating layer which constitutes the field in which a capacitor

pad is formed at least It has the beer group prolonged towards an opposite side side across between the above-mentioned insulating layers in which

this solid conductor layer was formed. The above-mentioned beer group The inside of the two-layer insulating layer which locates and adjoins the field

side in which the above-mentioned capacitor pad was formed rather than the above-mentioned solid conductor layer, The beer group formed in the

insulating layer by the side of the above-mentioned capacitor pad constitutes one successive installation beer group on a par with the longitudinal

direction of the above-mentioned capacitor pad. 1 or two or more conversion beer groups which are located in a line in the parallel direction are

constituted, the beer group formed in the insulating layer by the side of the above-mentioned capacitor pad and an opposite side — the above-

mentioned imaginary line — abbreviation — Between each beer of a conversion extension beer group and the solid conductor layers which are formed

between the above-mentioned two-layer insulating layers, are equipped with the conversion conductor layer which flows through the above-

mentioned successive installation beer group and the above-mentioned conversion beer group, and are prolonged in the above-mentioned opposite

side side from the above-mentioned conversion beer group or this the insulation between both — maintaining — the above-mentioned imaginary line

— abbreviation — it is the multilayer-interconnection substrate characterized by having the insulating pattern of the configuration prolonged or

located in a line in the parallel direction.

[0012] In the multilayer-interconnection substrate of this invention, it has a successive installation beer group, a conversion conductor layer, and a

conversion beer group in the field side in which the capacitor pad was formed rather than the solid conductor layer, for this reason, the beer group

formed in two insulating layers whose solid conductor layers are pinched — from a conversion beer group or this conversion beer group — further —
an opposite side side — turning — extending — a conversion beer group — the same — an imaginary line — abbreviation — it becomes the

conversion extension beer group located in a line in the parallel direction, the insulating pattern formed in a solid conductor layer by this in order to

maintain the insulation between each beer, such as this conversion beer group, and a solid conductor layer— an imaginary line — abbreviation — it is

made the configuration prolonged or located in a line in the parallel direction, since a solid conductor layer, on the other hand, constitutes a part of

flow way which flows through the earth terminal (or power supply terminal) linked to IC connection terminal and this solid conductor layer in a terminal

formation field — above — an imaginary line — abbreviation — an parallel insulating pattern turns into an insulating pattern which cannot check flow

of the current of a solid conductor layer easily. That is, resistance of a solid conductor layer can be decreased and the small substrate of grounding

resistance or power-source resistance can be realized. Moreover, the resistance which signal wiring has can also be reduced by connecting with short

distance the signal wiring which ties a signal terminal among IC connection terminal in a terminal formation field, and an external connection terminal

through between the beer groups prolonged in short distance an epilogue, a conversion beer group, or after this without making it bypass greatly.

[0013] Here, the laminating of many insulating layers is carried out, and, as for a multilayer-interconnection substrate, conductor layers, such as a

signal wiring layer, and touch-down, a power-source wiring layer, are formed in the part of between insulating layers. As the quality of the material of

an insulating layer, resin composite with inorganic [, such as resin, such as ceramics, such as an alumina, alumimium nitride, and a glass ceramic, and

an epoxy resin, BT resin, PPE resin or these and a glass fiber and polyester fiber, ] or organic fiber etc. is mentioned, for example. Moreover, although

what is necessary is just to choose the quality of the material of conductor layers, such as a signal wiring layer formed between insulating layers, in

consideration of the quality of the material of an insulating layer, when the insulating layer made from a ceramic is used, W, Mo, Mo-Mn, Cu and Ag,

Ag-Pt, Ag-Pd, etc. are mentioned, for example. Moreover, when resin and resin composite are used, IC connection terminal to which Cu, nickel, Au,
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etc. are mentioned is a connection terminal prepared in order to connect with the terminal formed in IC chip, and, specifically, the flip chip bump for ,

flip chip bonding, the wirebonding pad for wirebonding connection, etc. are mentioned.
[0014] A terminal formation field is a field on the front face of the above—mentioned substrate, the field in which many above—mentioned IC
connection terminals were formed to the interior is pointed out, for example, fields, such as the shape of the shape of a square or a rectangle and a
hollow square shape, are mentioned. An external connection terminal is a connection terminal for being formed in the rear face or front face of a
substrate, and connecting with external instruments, such as a mother board and a connector, a pin-like terminal, a balHike terminal, a land-like
terminal, etc. are mentioned, it is arranged by the periphery section of the rear face of a substrate, or a front face in the shape of a grid, and,
specifically, terminal structures, such as PGA, BGA, and LGA, are usually constituted, respectively. Although a substrate is the capacitor of another
member, and a chip capacitor is used for the capacitor by which the beer which constitutes a beer group penetrates an insulating layer, and is formed,
it flows through the wiring layer and conductor layer of an insulating layer which were formed up and down mutually, and gestalten, such as stacked
beer and stagger DOBIA, are mentioned in many cases in order to usually make the area and volume a small thing, other capacitors are sufficient as k.

[0015] Here, it is the above-mentioned multilayer-interconnection substrate, and the sum of the cross-sectional area of the beer belonging to said
conversion beer group is equal to the sum of the cross-sectional area of the beer belonging to a successive installation beer group, or it is more
desirable than this that it is characterized by many things. That there is much cross-sectional area shows that resistance by the whole beer group
becomes small. Here, as compared with the case where turned successive installation beer to the opposite side side as it was (without it also changes
the cross-sectional area), and it is extended so that it may usually carry out without converting, resistance of a beer group will fall with conversion. -

That is, it is because it can also reduce resistance of a beer group itself and beer successive installation turn structure not only makes abbreviation
parallel the direction where beer is located in a line at an imaginary line, but is further raised in the engine performance of a substrate.
[001 6] Furthermore, it is the above-mentioned multilayer-interconnection substrate, and it is good to consider as the multilayer-interconnection
substrate characterized by being formed between the insulating layer from which said conversion conductor layer constitutes the field in which said
capacitor pad was formed, and the insulating layer which adjoins this.

[0017] In the multilayer-interconnection substrate of this invention, the conversion conductor layer is formed between the insulating layer which
constitutes the field in which the capacitor pad was formed, and the insulating layer which adjoins this. That is, a conversion conductor layer is formed
in the insulating layer which adjoins the insulating layer which constitutes the field (for example, front face) in which the capacitor pad was formed at a
successive installation beer group and this between conversion beer groups and these insulating layers. Therefore, rather than this conversion
conductor layer, with the field in which the capacitor pad was formed, since grounding resistance, power-source resistance, and signal wiring
resistance can be reduced or the small signal wiring of resistance can be easily formed in the solid layer layer and signal wiring layer which are formed
between the insulating layers in an opposite side side, the number between the insulating layers from which such effectiveness is acquired can be
increased most.

[001 8] Furthermore, when it has two or more said conversion beer groups linked to said one successive installation beer group, it is good [ it is the
above-mentioned multilayer-interconnection substrate, and ] to consider as the multilayer-interconnection substrate characterized by making large
spacing of the above-mentioned longitudinal direction of the beer which **********

jn an adjoining conversion beer group as compared with spacing
of the longitudinal direction of said capacitor pad of each beer in the above-mentioned successive installation beer group.
[001 9] the conversion beer group which adjoins in the multilayer-interconnection substrate of this invention as compared with spacing of the beer in a
successive installation beer group when it sees about spacing of the longitudinal direction of a capacitor pad — spacing of the beer which each carry
out a group is made large. For this reason, the solid conductor layer of comparatively large width of face can be formed among the insulating patterns
formed in order that such a conversion beer group or a conversion extension beer group may maintain a conversion beer group or a conversion
extension beer group, and an insulation in the solid conductor layer formed between the insulating layers currently formed in the up-and-down
insulating layer. Therefore, since it passes along the solid conductor layer between this insulating pattern and the current between IC connection
terminal-earth terminals (or power supply terminal) flows, a substrate with still smaller grounding resistance and power-source resistance is realizable.
Moreover, between the insulating layers by which such a conversion beer group or the conversion extension beer group is formed in the up-and-down
insulating layer, since spacing of beer groups can be made large, also dimensionally and geometrically it becomes easy to form signal wiring in the
meantime, and the small signal wiring of resistance can be formed easily. Moreover, it may become possible to let two or more signal wiring pass, in

that case more much signal wiring can be connected with short distance to this beer between groups one, and that resistance can be reduced to it.

[0020] Furthermore, it is good to consider as the multilayer-interconnection substrate characterized by having the signal wiring inserted into said
conversion beer groups or said conversion extension beer groups.

[0021] In the multilayer-interconnection substrate of this invention, since signal wiring was formed among conversion beer groups and the die length
of signal wiring can be made more into short distance, the resistance which signal wiring has can be reduced more.
[0022]

[Embodiment of the Invention] The gestalt of operation of this invention is explained with a drawing. Since it is only that the above-mentioned
conventional substrate 00 differs from the method of a list of the beer prolonged from the capacitor pad 32, the configuration of the near, etc., the
substrate 1 00 of this operation gestalt is explained focusing on a different part, about the same part, attaches the same number, and omits or
simplifies explanation. As show in sectional view drawing 1 and explanatory view drawing 2 in the condition of having see from surface 100A (a), in

terminal formation field 31 S of the center of abbreviation of surface 100A of this substrate 100, many flip chip pads 31 for connect the IC chip IC be
form in the shape of a grid, and the capacitor pad 32 of the shape of an abbreviation rectangle for fix and carry Capacitor Con be also form on surface
100A still the more nearly same. Moreover, near the periphery of rear-face 100B, the pin pad 33 was formed in the shape of a grid, and the pin 81 has
fixed. Although not described above, the situation of substrate surface 1 00A shown in drawing 2 (a) is the same also in the above mentioned
conventional substrate 00.

[0023] This substrate 100 is the product made from a ceramic which uses an alumina as a principal component, and the laminating of the insulating
layers 1, 102, 103, 4. and 5 of five layers is carried out. Among [ 111, 1 12, 1 13, and 14 ] these insulating layers The touch-down wiring layers 51 and
57 which connect with the flip chip pad 31 through beer 41-44, the power-source wiring layer 153, and signal wiring 156 were formed, and these are
connected to the pin pad 33 and a pin 81 through beer 73-75, respectively. Earth terminal and pin 81b of pin 81a is a power supply terminal among
this pin 81. moreover, beer pad 34- for absorbing the location gap between beer and connecting certainly between the insulating layers between beer
41-44 and beer 74 and 75, — 36 and 37 are formed. Each of these pads, wiring layers, and beer consists of a conductor which uses a tungsten as a
principal component, and is formed by the coincidence calcinating method with the insulating layer made from a ceramic. The group of the successive
installation beer 61 (61a, 61b) and 62 located in a line with the longitudinal direction (drawing Nakamae back) of the capacitor pad 32 seriate connects
with the touch-down wiring layer 51 and the power-source wiring layer 53, and the capacitor Con as well as the conventional substrate 00 (refer to
drawing 6 ) is functioning as a decoupling capacitor in circuit by it. It has connected also with the touch-down wiring layer 57 with conversion beer 162
or conversion extension beer 163,164 so that it may following-**. Moreover, as [ spacing of successive installation beer 61 and 62 comrades ] usual,
in order to make resistance small, it considers as the smallest possible spacing.

[0024] Subsequently, plane view and the condition of having seen through are shown in drawing 2 (b) from the surface 100A side about the situation of
the touch-down wiring layer 51 grade formed in 1 1 1 between the 1st insulating layer. The touch-down wiring layer 51 is a conductor layer which
spreads all over the abbreviation except a center section among 11 1 between insulating layers. Some of the beer 41 prolonged from the flip chip pad
31 (3 are shown by x mark in this example) have connected with this touch-down wiring layer 51. Others are prolonged toward a lower part (rear-face
side) with the beer 42 shown by O mark formed in the space lower part through the beer pad 34 formed in 1 1 1 between insulating layers. From the
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capacitor pad 32, the inside of an insulating layer 1 is turned to the rear-face 100B side, and it extends, and among the successive installation beer 61

which extended to 1 1 1 between insulating layers, each connects the group (it sets to drawing and they are three pieces) of successive installation

beer 61b of the right-hand side in drawing by the successive installation beer connection conductor layer 52, and in order to maintain the touch-down

wiring layer 51 and an insulation, the insulating pattern 91 of an abbreviation hollow square shape is formed in the surroundings of it. in addition — the

successive installation beer connection conductor layer 52 — successive installation beer 61b — respectively — the upper and lower sides — it was
formed in the same location and the successive installation beer 62 prolonged toward the rear-face 100B side has connected.

[0025] On the other hand, among successive installation beer 61, the group (it sets to drawing and they are three pieces) of successive installation

beer 61a of the left-hand side in drawing is connected to the touch-down wiring layer 51, as x mark shows, respectively, furthermore — although this

successive installation beer 61a is prolonged towards the rear-face 100B side and it connects with another touch-down wiring layer 57 — each

successive installation beer 61 and the upper and lower sides — it is not formed in the same location. As O mark shows among drawing 2 (b),

conversion beer 162 is arranged in every two sense (the inside of drawing 2 (b), space longitudinal direction) parallel to cutting-plane-line C-C to

haVing ranked [ a thing and successive installation beer 61a (61 a1, 61a2, 61a3) cross at right angles to cutting-plane-line C-C ] with it being suitable

(the inside of drawing 2 (b), the space vertical direction). Thereby, one group of successive installation beer 61a which consists of three beer is made
into the group of two conversion beer 162 with which two conversion beer 162 belongs, respectively. That is, it is group 162Q2 which consists of

conversion beer 162c and 162d as well as group 162G1 which consists of conversion beer 162a and 162b. And conversion beer 162 was respectively

arranged one piece at a time among three successive installation beer 61a at the successive installation beer 61a1 of both ends, and right and left of

61 a3 among drawing. For this reason, spacing of the beer which carry out a group to group 162G1.162G2 of two conversion beer, respectively

becomes twice spacing of successive installation beer 61a.

[0026] next, the situation of the power-source wiring layer 153 grade formed in 1 12 between the 2nd insulating layer — the plane view from the

surface 1 0OA side — and when it sees through, it comes to be shown in drawing 3 (a). In the power-source wiring layer 1 53 formed in 1 1 2 between

the 2nd insulating layer by spreading Since beer (x mark shows like) 42 connected through beer 41 from the flip chip pad 31 and beer (O mark shows
like) 73 has connected through beer 75 and 74 from the pin 81 It is the same as that of said substrate 00 that a current will flow between the node of

beer 42 and the node of beer 73 among the touch-down wiring layers 1 53. Here, with this operation gestalt, as for the direction where the group of

successive installation beer 61a is located in a line as described above, the direction is converted by group 162G1.162G2 of conversion beer 162

through the touch-down wiring layer 51. For this reason, as for the conversion beer connection conductor layers 154a and 154b which connect

conversion beer 162 comrades (this example two) which accomplish one group, unlike the case of the above mentioned conventional substrate 00

(refer to drawing 7 (a)), that longitudinal direction is formed in abbreviation parallel at cutting-plane-line C-C. In addition, this cutting-plane-line C-C
is also the imaginary line which connects terminal formation field 31 S shown with the alternate long and short dash line in drawing 3 (a), and power

supply terminal 81b. Furthermore, if it says, it is the imaginary line which connects beer 42a linked to the power-source wiring layer 153, and beer 73a.

And since these two spacing of group 162G1.162G2 is made large as described above, even if it forms the insulating patterns 192a and 192b of an

oblong-among drawing abbreviation hollow square shape for an insulation with the power-source wiring layer 1 53 in the surroundings of the conversion

beer connection conductor layers 1 54a and 1 54b, respectively, 1 53s of power-source wiring layers can be formed between them.

[0027] Therefore, a drawing destructive line comes to show the current which flows between the node of beer 42, and the node of beer 73, and the

part takes the path in which the distance which passes along 1 53s of power-source wiring layers between the insulating patterns 1 92a and 1 92b is

short. Therefore, the resistance which the power-source wiring layer 1 53 has was able to be made to decrease as compared with the conventional

case. Moreover, since that path becomes short as compared with the case of drawing 7 (b), the current which flows between the beer 42 and beer 73

which are located in addition to on cutting-plane-line C-C when a current passes along 153s of power-source wiring layers also makes resistance of

the power-source wiring layer 153 fall also from this point, and conversion beer 162 and the upper and lower sides — the conversion extension beer

163 formed in the same location is further prolonged in the rear-face 100B side.

[0028] If similarly plane view of the situation of the signal wiring 1 56 grade formed in 1 1 3 between the 3rd insulating layer is carried out from the

surface 100A side, it will become like drawing 3 (b). Since there are conversion extension beer connection conductor layers 155a and 155b which

connect conversion extension beer 163 and 164 comrades also in this case, since signal wiring 156a which connects beer 43a formed on cutting-

plane-line C-C and beer 74a can let between the conversion extension beer connection conductor layers 155a and 155b pass, bypassing slightly is

only sufficient for it. For this reason, the die length of signal wiring 1 56a can be shortened, that resistance is reduced, and delay of a signal can be

prevented. Moreover, since signal wiring 156a passes along between the conversion extension beer connection conductor layers 155a and 155b, other

signal wiring 1 56 can connect between beer now by short distance, and can reduce resistance of signal wiring similarly, and delay can also be

prevented.

[0029] Thus, in the substrate 100 of this operation gestalt, since the direction where the group of successive installation beer 61a prolonged from the

capacitor pad 32 is located in a line was changed by the group of the touch-down wiring layer 51 and conversion beer 162, resistance of the power-

source wiring layer 1 53 or the signal wiring layer 1 56 was able to be reduced. In addition, with this operation gestalt, conversion beer 1 62 (for

example.a [ 162 ] and 162b) and conversion extension beer 163,164 comrades which accomplish one group were mutually connected by the conversion

beer connection conductor layers 154a and 154b or the conversion extension beer connection conductor layers 155a and 155b. When an open circuit

arises from one beer, if a conversion beer connection conductor layer is not formed, all the beer with which the beer is connected up and down will be

un-flowing, but if the conversion beer connection conductor layer is formed, while only disconnected beer needs to be un—flowing and the rise of

resistance by open circuit will be suppressed to the minimum, it is because the dependability of wiring can also do highly. However, after taking

dependability etc. into consideration, Lycium chinense grows without connecting beer. In this case, the insulating pattern between conversion beer 162

and the power—source wiring layer 153 will be located in a line with abbreviation parallel at cutting-plane-line (imaginary line) C-C.
[0030] In the above-mentioned operation gestalt, the direction of successive installation beer was converted by the group of the successive

installation beer 61 formed in the insulating layer 1, the touch-down wiring layer 51 formed in 1 1 1 between insulating layers, and the group of the

conversion beer 62 formed in the insulating layer 2. In addition, in 12 between insulating layers 2 and 3 and these insulating layers, the direction of

successive installation beer may be converted like the above. However, about the power-source wiring layer formed in 1 1 2 between insulating layers,

although a path as well as the above-mentioned operation gestalt can be shortened and resistance of signal wiring can be reduced about the signal

wiring 162 formed in 113 between insulating layers in this case, since it becomes the same configuration as the power—source wiring layer 53 in the

above mentioned conventional substrate 00 (refer to drawing 6 and drawing 7 (a)), resistance of a power-source wiring layer cannot be reduced.

Therefore, it is desirable to convert the direction of successive installation beer in the location near the capacitor pad 32 as much as possible so that

this may also show. That is, it is desirable to form the conversion conductor layer (touch-down wiring layer 51 in the above-mentioned operation

gestalt) which both successive installation beer 61 and conversion beer 62 connect between the insulating layer 1 which makes the field (this

operation gestalt surface 100A) in which the capacitor pad 32 was formed, and the insulating layer 102 which adjoins this.

[0031] In the above-mentioned operation gestalt, the structure which makes the group (three pieces) of successive installation beer 61 the group (2

piece x2) of two conversion beer 162 was used. Moreover, the touch-down wiring layer 51 was used as a conductor layer which connects both

successive installation beer and conversion beer. However, it may not be limited to this and you may be other structures. For example, as shown in

drawing 4 (a), the group of five successive installation beer 261 on a par with the drawing Nakamae back may be converted into the group of the

conversion beer 262a, 262b, and 262c which it locates in a line with the longitudinal direction in drawing two pieces at a time through the conversion

conductor layer 251 of the shape of an abbreviation rectangle formed between the insulating layers of the insulating layer which is not illustrated. In

addition, since it described above, conversion beer 262a etc. is good respectively to make it flow mutually by the conversion beer connection

conductor layers 254a, 254b, and 254c. Speaking concretely, being able to form a solid conductor layer (not shown), such as a touch-down wiring layer
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and a power-source wiring layer, among the conversion beer connection conductor layers 254b and 254c, for example between conversion beer 262b *

and 262c, after forming the insulating pattern (not shown) which maintained predetermined insulation distance, if it does in this way. Moreover, it can
let a signal wiring layer pass among the conversion beer connection conductor layers 254b and 254c. Therefore, since a sink or a signal can be
transmitted for a current to the longitudinal direction in drawing as there is no need of avoiding the group of seriate beer and bypassing, like before
and an arrow head shows, resistance of solid-like conductor layers, such as a touch-down wiring layer, can be reduced, or resistance of signal wiring

can be reduced, and delay of a signal can be prevented.

[0032] Moreover, as shown in drawing 4 (b), you may make it the structure which converts the group of five successive installation beer 361 on a par
with the drawing Nakamae back into the group of five conversion beer 362 on a par with the longitudinal direction in drawing through the conversion
conductor layer 351 of the abbreviation cross-joint configuration formed between the insulating layers of the insulating layer which is not illustrated. In

addition, conversion beer 362 is good to make it flow mutually by the conversion beer connection conductor layer 354, respectively. Also when it does
in this way, after maintaining predetermined insulation distance, a solid conductor layer (not shown), such as a touch-down wiring layer, can be forme*d
between conversion beer 362 or the conversion beer connection conductor layer 354 to near conversion beer 362 or the conversion beer connection
conductor layer 354. Moreover, it can let a signal wiring layer pass near conversion beer 362 or the conversion beer connection conductor layer 35^.
Therefore, when it does in this way, similarly, resistance of solid-like conductor layers, such as a touch-down wiring layer, can be reduced, or »

resistance of a signal wiring layer can be reduced, and delay of a signal can be prevented.

[0033] The example shown in the above-mentioned operation gestalt and drawing 4 (a), and (b) showed the case where the direction where successive
installation beer is located in a line, and the direction where conversion beer is located in a line carried out the abbreviation rectangular cross of th6
substrate. However, since this invention acquires effectiveness, such as the current which flows a solid-like conductor layer being barred, or
preventing that the path of a signal wiring layer is detoured, and lowering resistance of a solid-like conductor layer or a signal wiring layer by the group
of successive installation beer, it is clear that it is not necessary its to lie at right angles. It seems that for example, it may be shown in drawing 4 (c).

Drawing 4 (c) is shown in the condition when carrying out plane view of the substrate on the basis of between the insulating layers which form the
conversion conductor layer 451, and seeing through each insulating layer. The group of five successive installation beer 461 which it is formed in the
upper (on space) insulating layer, and is shown by x mark is connected to a list and the conversion conductor layer 451 drawing Nakagami down. It

connects with a list in the direction of slant of a drawing Nakamigi riser, and the group of the conversion beer 462a, 462b, and 462c which the
insulating layer of a lower layer (under space) is formed, and is shown by O mark on the other hand has connected it two pieces at a time to the
conversion conductor layer 451 at this appearance, respectively. Moreover, it has flowed through conversion beer 462a etc. mutually by the
conversion beer connection conductor layers 454a, 454b, and 454c, respectively. When it does in this way, for example, as shown in drawing 4 (c), the
path of a signal wiring layer can also be shortened in the direction of slant by letting the signal wiring layer 456 pass between conversion beer 462a
and 462b (i.e., between the conversion beer connection conductor layers 454a and 454b). Moreover, resistance of a solid layer layer can also be
lowered by replacing with the signal wiring layer 456 and forming a solid conductor layer in the meantime.
[0034] Furthermore, above, although each group of successive installation beer was located in a line with one train, it is not limited to this. For
example, as shown in drawing 5 (a), also when five successive installation beer 561 each which expresses with x mark is located in a line with two
trains, the conversion conductor layer 551 may be used, and you may convert so that four conversion beer 562a, 562b, and 562c may be located in a
line with three trains in the longitudinal direction in drawing, respectively. In this case, four conversion beer 562a, 562b, and 562c each is mutually
connected by the conversion beer connection conductor layers 554a, 554b, and 554c between the layers below space, respectively. Moreover, as
shown in drawing 5 (b), also when five successive installation beer 661 which expresses with x mark is located in a line with zigzag, the conversion
conductor layer 651 may be used, and you may convert so that three conversion beer 662a and 662b may be located in a line with two trains in the
longitudinal direction in drawing. In this case, three conversion beer 662a and 662b each is mutually connected by the conversion beer connection
conductor layers 654a and 654b between the layers below space, respectively.

[0035] In addition, the number of the sum totals of conversion beer is equal, or he is trying to all increase more than it as compared with the number
of successive installation beer with the above-mentioned operation gestalt, drawing 4 , and the successive installation beer turn structure shown in

drawing 5 . In order to obtain the function of a decoupling capacitor enough, the thing small as much as possible of a capacitor pad, a touch-down
wiring layer or a power-source wiring layer, and connection resistance of a between is desirable. It is because connection resistance with a capacitor
pad and a touch-down wiring layer will go up, so it is desirable to make [ many ] the number of conversion beer rather if the cross-sectional area of
each beer is equal and the number of conversion beer is lessened as compared with the number of the successive installation beer prolonged from a

capacitor pad. Since it is the same, when the cross-sectional area of each beer can be changed, it is desirable to make [ many ] it whether it is equal
in the sum total of the cross-sectional area of conversion beer as compared with the sum total of the cross-sectional area of successive installation

beer. Moreover, although the above-mentioned operation gestalt and drawing 4 (c) showed the case where the number of the signal wiring which lets

between the groups of conversion beer (or conversion extension beer) pass was one, it is clear that you may be [ two or more ]. Furthermore, with
the above-mentioned operation gestalt, although each conversion beer connection conductor layer showed the parallel example mutually, I hope that
these are not parallel, for example, plane view and when it sees through, a substrate may not necessarily be formed so that it may become a radial

centering on a terminal formation field.

[0036] Although it was based on an operation gestalt and various kinds of modifications and this invention was explained above, this invention is the
range which is limited to neither the above-mentioned operation gestalt nor a modification, and does not deviate from the summary, and it cannot be
overemphasized that it changes suitably and can apply. For example, although the capacitor pad 32 was formed in surface 100A which carries the IC
chip IC in the substrate 100 of the above-mentioned operation gestalt, this invention may be applied to what was formed in rear-face 100B by the
side of reverse. Moreover, in the substrate 100 of the above—mentioned operation gestalt, although the pin pad 33 and the pin 81 were formed near
the periphery of rear-face 100B, this invention may be applied to what was formed in surface 100A. Moreover, in one, the capacitor carried in the
front face or rear face of a substrate may not be restricted, but plural is sufficient as it. Therefore, it is clear that the successive installation beer turn
structure of this invention may be applied by every place of a substrate about the successive installation beer prolonged from the capacitor pad
furnished with these capacitors.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the partial fracture sectional view showing the structure of the multilayer-interconnection substrate concerning the operation gestalt

1.

[Drawing 2] In the multilayer-interconnection substrate of drawing 1 , the explanatory view showing the situation of the beer arrangement formed in IC

connection terminal with which (a) was formed in the front face, and the insulating layer of the upper and lower sides, and (b) are the explanatory

views showing the situation of the beer arrangement formed in the conductor layer (conversion conductor layer) formed between the 1st insulating

layer, and the insulating layer of the upper and lower sides.

[Drawing 3] In the multilayer—interconnection substrate of drawing 1 , the explanatory view showing the situation of the beer arrangement formed in

the solid conductor layer by which (a) was formed between the 2nd insulating layer, and the insulating layer of the upper and lower sides, and (b) are

the explanatory views showing the situation of the beer arrangement formed in the signal wiring layer formed between the 3rd insulating layer, and the

insulating layer of the upper and lower sides.

[Drawing 4] Although it is the explanatory view showing the example of other beer conversion structures and (a) of what made the conversion beer

group one train, and (b) is the same as that of the operation gestalt 1, that which the conversion conductor layer became independent of, and (c) show

that to which the direction to which a successive installation beer group is connected, and the direction to which a conversion beer group is

connected are slanting.

[Drawing 5] It is the explanatory view showing the example of other beer conversion structures, and, as for (a), a successive installation beer group

shows what has been arranged alternately, as for that whose successive installation beer groups are two trains, and (b).

[Drawing 6] It is the partial fracture sectional view showing the structure of the conventional multilayer-interconnection substrate.

[Drawing 7] In the multilayer-interconnection substrate of drawing 6 , the explanatory view showing the situation of the beer arrangement formed in

the solid conductor layer by which (a) was formed between the 2nd insulating layer, and the insulating layer of the upper and lower sides, and (b) are

the explanatory views showing the situation of beer arrangement formed in the signal wiring layer formed between the 3rd insulating layer, or the

insulating layer of the upper and lower sides.

[Description of Notations]

1 00 [ ] Multilayer-Interconnection Substrate (Substrate)

1, 102, 103, 4, 5 Insulating layer

111, 112, 113, 14 Between insulating layers

31 [ ] Flip Chip Pad
31 S Terminal formation field

32 [ ] Capacitor Pad
33 [ ] Pin Pad
34, 35, 36, 37 Beer pad

41, 42, 43, 44 Beer
51 57 Touch-down wiring layer

1 53 [ ] Power-Source Wiring Layer

1 54 [ ] Conversion Beer Connection Conductor Layer

1 55 [ ] Conversion Extension Beer Connection Conductor Layer

61 62 Successive installation beer

162 [] Conversion Beer

163,164 Conversion extension beer

73, 74, 75 Beer
81 [ ] Pin

261 361,461,561,661 Successive installation beer

251 351,451,551,651 Conversion conductor layer

262 362,462,562,662 Conversion beer

254 354,454,554,654 Conversion beer connection conductor layer

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *
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JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DRAWINGS

[Drawing 1]

[Drawing 5]
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654a
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[Drawing 2]
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T £ ©iffiift*^-^^ < , =1 >fr>^^ 5> F©6#^|nJ <t

<tt*. *te. {f-5fg2S£>. 5tHR3tifctfT©H*>*i£

@f£J:5K:j|SfiS3*i4©T. «-9E*©«i£*«t*.,
SK#t£ < tti C t K «t D {1^©jIS££ D 5

.

[ 0 0 0 6 ] m 6 fc^WBEinaso 0 z^mLrm.
WtZo COi«0 OCD^ffiO 0 AtCii,

F3 l^if^n, 36CC, SJJ1H275 vff-vf

BSS^tt©3>7r
>i?"^

-

f F 3 2 4>JftiS;3ftrt,>S. 50

#19 2000-31329
4

SffiOOBCCtt, K3 3*s0fi£Sti, f
>8 l#B«3*Tr<,>S. 5Jl©item)ll ~5©*6StJl

RBI 1~1 4KB. 7 »J jT"??^, F3 1 it'74
1 ~4 4 *fl-UT«l*-r £«ttiaMi 5 1. 5 7 , ®S

tt. t7 7 3-7 5*^L«h«it;wf? F3 3S
CKf>8 1 {Cjg&bTI**. C©f>8 1©^> f>
8 1 atfJgilWtF:. f>8 1 b*«lW4SKF-£fc4. $

Ztc&lC. \Z7*v F3 4-3 7 *>JBfi£3 *VCV £. 3
>f>tContt, a^f^s F3 2©S#^I
(Htnwa*isi) tcjdtttc^Aere i~6 4 (aiKtr

76i~64) ©»kiot, zti^timmwemm 5

1, 5 7*«toe«aREIMI5 3{cSSIlL/T:*JD. IsISSlft

fcj|&£, C©2Jf©mtC^b. l«5f*5 7''J

*-T-5fl!i**fco„ loogf{cB-r5^JK^T6 1~6
4 R±tt . r* S« 3 < ©KTZfm?

[0 0 0 7] CCT, m2«#Jirai 2(C?fJJj£3tl/cm

?giHi»B5 3*©*fife*1B0 0 AW^fe^Ba*-^*
atSi. @7 (a) ©±5K!te4. *Hj#i»T'

5P®aoc*jt>-r-?-©±T«:0fiS;3nfctfr©^ !&

mmm (*wr*Att. ^2*6^Jirai 2-cK«-r?»ite

^«2, 3)©5^. »®±«iK:*s<e»e (*w-cs
it«. iteS»2) tc»BEStiT:i,»strT*xEirc; 4KS

Tffl'I (*W"CS*tf. ^tB3) K^fiSStir^Sbrr
^OEp-Cft-rciJC-r^. lit, f7*±TWKf
& -5 rjgfiS3nrt> -s^-tctt, x en £oep^j^** -a

rjs*n%»^fe*a. ^2«^jirai 2ocs*5^r?i5

rS;3 nfc^asiB^ii 5 3 tctt. y y ^> ? ^< ? f 3

l*>i=.bfT4 1 */M/-C (xEn-C^Tct^JC) t*T4 2

rtSJS&U $/c. f>8 l*»6fcTT7 5, 7 4S:/M/t
(OEn-c^-Tcfc^cc) trT7 3#tfiS»Lrt»S.

t, C©*«E«Ui5 3©9 5. fT4 2©S^*£tf
T7 3©SiBS^£©ra-C. «S£*sSKnSC£{c&S. £
*$. tr7 4 2©5%Ktt > C9SaM5 3(Ct^Sflt3ti

r. t7A? F3 5%/M,rtfT4 3£^brS®0
0 b ffJjtCS^ £>© *> S> 5

.

[0OO8]iC6-r, ^2*6^@P5 1 2fC«> ^>y"

F3 2*»6SCfS=W8a:fcrT6 2. 6 3I§I±^S
il&T S^iJ^t'7^iftl 5 4 t . * 2 J&SiBRg 1 2 K
ffi*55*JKS3KJB5 3 ^©Rgfr^-rSfc*. mi
(a) tcfcti-riT^CCSt^ Se-oT, I6m>t
Kra^Kftlr*. B§n^«©i|6^^->9 2*SJB^3

nrt,^ 0 n>-r>-!f^^^ F3 2#, 06(Cfcl,>rtS
^jtcst>KS^cc3tir^5fc*-c*6. cct.



(4)

5

tymmC-C ±©fcfT4 2 a £t?7 7 3 afCOl^T*
&£. C©W»r*§iC-C' ±*C?«KtrTaajiaWMi5 4

&h,&ns£tt. in 7 (a) K&t^TMSre^-f <fc

?"j^trr^iBS*ftji 5 4*j:zmm'**->Q 2 ise
•T£J: 5 tCLTiJfcftSC ££&•&. c<Dtctb> ^ffiom
S«IS*i*<&»>. C©|»©lSKjW«<fc.&.

*UJr*-*C£tc&S.
[0009] n«ic. 3 «m»ih 1 3 tc^iss nfcft 10

mzns e m<om3-*mmo o A»6¥®m-r*£

.

^7 (b) ©JrStcfc*. C©»£*>, 5URtT6 3BI

SIC-C' ±{0&£3ftfcfcr74 3a<tbrT7 4a££
».**#isi«5 6 att. wRtrTtmm&ms 5 «B»
c**<aiir«ci«cas. e©fc«>, mms&s g

a©g<*#6< -e©ig£W±#U fi#tcjI5I#

[00103 ssmhh:. j^frswastc^'cft snfe
4>©-C&-3-C. S«©^®*St^iS®Kn>ft

>1f-'N- 20

s> F£ffliit;£c#56&. C©3>fr>-^M- ? F^^SCXS
WKlfT»<W>JK36n^*iaftLr. -<^«©SilbS2i^B

C £ * bJIE £ L . <SffiK©<!-^iB*§l£f£og«E*$i

e*-r&c££sift£-r£ 0

[0 0 1 1 ]

©#&*&». «®£SK££«U ±fB*ffi©-S15£

dsa>s««-c*-5r. i cjfiWfrf-*i^»d 30

C ^ » ^«c«»*ti*^TSfc«b©8MWrf4JJ:C«t

®H{i£&*&-r4fc&©«Wff^&£tr?tt©j1-ai%^
±KSiffi*;fc»4*ir«:je&SS*u a

*->r, ±IBn>fr>-9-^f F**7&j&3ft;fcB£©WK:

*i>& < £ *> 2»OI6IMI«t^r**fl»mCC$j$3

«£±e«9s tizmtm+z £ ©rotes
tf-a^aaWW&ii*.. JJEa>f>f/<? hit. -hfB

»AEKSC«vnrH«»-?jni l&£ * »c . -hE*HP»
J&#?i|)<£±iB^ **tt«fc£tt? 5±lB*gttSiiS^$/c«

miS^-T- £ =S:*S^<Kfii^Ji«:* 0 . h #> *©fi^-fli

F^^g^Sfraf-CftoT. ^>&<£fc3>7!:

>^>t>v<? F©S#^0C^i>\ ±ie^^#*B£i^

«H2000-3 1329
6

wmmz tiftmwKVimofmr% 2 »©«6*iui©5

JJj3>f>f/<» F©£##l6jfcM.S? 1 -3©3ffl

Rtrr^=&^SK ±Ea » F £ gStfflflPJ©

|qj&c&.& 1 *fci*tttto«»trr»*«R!EL. _LiB2JS

©ttflMIBKc^ttSft. JJBW«tf7»£±SBlBftfcr7
»£**«*-%mmvm*m*-. iMmrnvrmz-tc

7£-<*3KM£©IBK:. 9g#IRI©IB*&«'fe. ±fB(£

[0012] *?BH©?JIBISaff-Ctt. 'CiraMttiJ:

2 -3<o«lMltc»jsssn*er»«. <e

K|$i»TffiW^tTW£I^K<Eai«RKI53FfTa:5Sn3l

tc&.i*lMIfttf7S£&*. CftfcJ:*).

K4Bl>T. C©e^tfTaF^©St*T£^^##:Ji£©
iBj©«^4«ofc8&«:^sn5ie»A*->t % (KB

©^**#jnc-sai-rij8Ji»f- (.ttitizmam*) t

mmicmmmmk^n-^it. *»»©«
j*©«n*IH*Ltc<t>*6lt^*->£ttS.
•^^5gft@©ffiJx?r^§-&. Sfl6JS!ri-f>^?!Sffi!n©/jN

3tt«R*»iir4c'£*«-C*5. Sfc. MT^dHWK
rt© i cmtm+wsmmsH-cDs *>mmm*tzi&

4lr>tt. «ftt:r»*A:ttcn36»63SEDc*eraw±©

[ooi3]cc-c, ^iiiBi^stgii, mm&&$m
B3n. «IWIIB©5%©-«UR:«:. «^ES»^«Ni
•««E»»ttdf©*flc»*t»l«SnS. *6«^©MM

XtTSji'fiO-fe???^, xjH*S^»JB. BTi
ffi. PPE«f©SBl, *4«,»HCCti6£^^lft(t
-^j}< ijx^f;H«i^©««*/c«W«l»£©^)liffi

fcW^tCtt. W> Mo, Mo-Mn, Cu. Ag, Ag
-pt. A«-p<i»««»»f6n*. ±tdmnpmom
&#*m^tcM&K.iZ. Cu, Ni, AufWf>ti



7 y 5. :7gi&©;te©©7 y ;> 7> ^ C7

r -< > #fflfc<Dtcib<Dv J-Ytfy? -<z;tf^v

[0014] m=ffif&iiwtit. ±fB*«©a®±©ffi

Wsnr-eti-ctiPGA. bga, lga^^s

ifi^ifi, ffk©3>fr
>-^r-feSt/ :

'o

[0 0 15] CCT, _kE©3MHaMHE"C*oT> Itf

HBfttrSKirs t*T©K®fS©fatt. WRerS'

it*. t*T^*t>©ffiet*vjN$<^^ci^-ro c

©$$ (Irll^i&^T) mmmva^M-cwiSiv
ternsttmrzt. mac^^r^rmcymnimT

[0 0 16] 3e.ee. ±lB©^@i2®S«-c*^r. ttr

[0017] *?BQS©£JNSK£«-Ctt. SEJU^ffcJl

icn«:M«r*|6||Uli©IH»c3Kii!t3tiTi,»5.

0. a^^-jJv-c? F*9&E&3ftfcB (WiUSSB) £

Kf^trr^. teJ:afcn6»©i»i^JiraK:e^^B*5jg
SESfi*. ffi^t. t ©&&«#:«<£ 9 3>7;>1f

w.m$m, <t#iBsiffifrt*©T3 -esc &*

(5) #g|§2 0 0 0 - 3 1 3 2 9
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[0018] ±l3©^@S3if«S«-C*^t, 1

©ifi3=» ? K©S^^TSj©HH5K:itLt:, K

[0019] ^mm<o^mwmMWc^ a^r^v*

io *»»4brri5ht©iHlHtcJtLr. MKrstaifeeTKe

©> C©«I:5«ciaftKTW*ft:ttlSWSfttT«*±T
. ©lftWi(c»j«SnTl,»S«l(UllHfcJ^Stifc^*3»

»*«o?fc«&tcJBJ*-r *jftMf « ^ ->Pfct©BK:. it«
«M£t»«©'<*aM*Jt*JI5JsW*ci*srfi?S. ffio

r> c©$e^/^->ra©^^*#:Jl^iio-r. icjg

tm^-wm* (ttcitrnm^) mowfctmtiz
OT. 3 6 fcS«l|^**»aBK©/J\3 tt»R*S8l-r

20 sct^tti. Sfc, c©J:^Jtt«ft^T»*fcli«
88£KtT«*t±T©«eMW«:jKjasti-Ct»S*WWnB

8ffl«ctt»©©TO6*a-rc i*5nj#g£^^li^^S>
0. -e©«^K«. J:?)^<©ffi#E^5S!®Sr^
C. •^©JSK^ffiT^-tf-SCt^-C^^,,

[0 0 20] S/c3 IWB(Bft^rSfia±,

[0021] *i6Bj©^jiiaKa«r«. «fttr»Fi
±^©^K:{f^SB^ ;lr^L/yc©r > <t-^lBi^©SS*

[0022]
[»w©**©^«] *»w©sat©«»*. iaffi£*

©a^OOi. 3>7r>-9-^'-? K3 23&^»E>5ii^Sli
-T©

Mi>***5ct Cf*©iffi«©J&f«f#f»«c •£©#-?&£©

1 . fectD-*«® 10 0 A^6Bfcf3!§©lftBJ0S2
(a) (CSt-T cfc^tC. CCD1S10 0OSI10 0A©
B§**©^^j&fifIS 3 1 S CCfeUT . I C f > 7'

1 C
^Sifetf'S/cfe©^ U y 7> F 3 1 jftS^T-^tC

#»$n. $6iC, |SID<*®1 00 Aitcn^x
>t»-c o n ^r@s • mmrztcibcDv&gjj&yiCDzi'T

©saae^tctt. te+vtic f>^- ? F33
50 e>8 iasB#S*rct,»5. BoiBL^^-ofc^ 02



(6)

9

(a) (CStSf«ffilOOAOS^tt, iwaufciae*

©S«0 (ncte^T-blUD-CafeS.

[002 3 ] C©S«10 0(i, 7VU$^££j&9-<fc-f

£Hr5S ? **r. 5JB©HMSW1. 1 0 2. 1 0 3.

4. 5**8IJiSnr4jDv Ctl6(D«MIIBl 1 1, 1

12. 113. 14KIJ, ^yy^j^jFSli
tfT4 l~4 4*^0r«»T58&fcIBK»5 1. 5

7 , ttflnSttJf 15 3. *s<fcO*«-f-I2i£l 1 5 6 OT&RS
n, cne.it hT7 3-7 5*/M«nfnf>A-
v K3 3REXtf>8 lKgiltUi. £©f>8 1© 10

5^. f>8 1 att&ttMH?-. f>8 1 b S*fi«^r
SSfc, t74 1-44, t774. 7 5©PB"5©iii6

tC^-r-SfcJsbOfT^f K3 4-3 6, 3 7*i^S

^«0«tMii*K:BI««8SaS«:j:oTJ&fiSSn4. =3

>r>1fConfc. fi£*©*«0 0 (06 #M) £B*
fC. a » F3 2©g#73lS) (S*grf*75TS3)

«C?lJ^(cM^5»l8S:tT 6 1 (6 1a. 6 1b). 62© 20

wtitj: •? xmatitismm 5 1 *?«tp**bkui 5 3 {cg^

b*T1 6 3. 1 6 4fc±oT. SWffiB«W5 7£fcJgtt

or $/c 9ijstrr6i. 6 2m±©paiiit>se*

£§4vr<,>£.

[0 024] -P^r. ^ 1 Mi^JBH 1 1 1 (cj&SStifc.

stftsiMs 1 #©«mc-x>r, &91 0 0 Atfij^e.

¥M«3&>-3a«ofctt«*ia2 (b) tc^-r. mmmm 30

is n*. tNMni 1 1©^. tp?m*m<®£m

StfS k'74 1©5 -fc©^ < r>1p ($M?tt, xEPTtk

f 3#) *t. c©gtfeia!gyi5 ncsa«ort»i. ^©

or*SHT*K:^s nfcOEnr^t- er 4 2 «: «fc or
T;£ (SMWJ) Kfil*>oraDf4. a>7>W9 F3
2*>6*fii^)llF*3?rSMl 0 0 BffJKClWraO'r, |g

mmwi 1 Kc@fiiofc^js:eT6 i©5%. s>ti[Sj3&>

r*ffliJ©?iJt9:fT 6 1 b <om (mx-te^x 3 * ) «, 40

?URtrr&MBttJI 5 2TII,>« 0. *©JB «3 (C

tt. &tfl!i5l§Ug5 1 £!&!*£«-?tab. Bu^qftDlfi*

2tc«, ?ij^trr6 1 b i*ft-en±THi;ffi«
tc^sn. xffii ooB«Kiftj*>,raot45o»trT
6 2#®ttort»s.
[0025] ?U^trr6 1 ©5 H4>fa*»-»r

2rffl"J©?iJt£fc*7 6 1 a©S¥ (BCC4H,»"C3 *) tt,

?ftx£v^?£5<ltmmsmm5 1 Ksa*ort>s.
$ 6tc. C©?rJKb'T 6 1 attBffi 1 0 0 BTOKftWr 50

^58 2000-31329
10

5 i o©igiaiaaji5 ncmmrzo-c&z
a>\ &?<Jf3:trT6 l i±TBiD<sanc»B63nai>. 0
2(b)*. OEur^ri^K:. ju»ere 1 a (6 1

a 1 . 6 1 a 2. 6 1 a 3) a*tiJBr*HC -C* KfcfOr

B3M-*|S|* (02 (b) «£. SffiffiiiT^fSj)

1»*©«CS*0. 3S&tr7 16 2£. ^J»Ti^C-C' £¥
ffOI^I* (B2 (b) iffiffi£a73l&I) (C2-?-roM

6 1 a©f¥£. *rtl?tl2~0<D%miZT 1 6 2*tJSfS
2 -?©!£& t*r i 6 2©»«cort>s. ip%. iBft-trr

162a. 16 2b35»6<t*»16 2Gli. HD<IE
&£716 2c, 1 6 2 dfrfcfc&ffif 1 6 2G2T&
&„ Ort><k, 3 *©?iJtafc*76 1 a©*>^, M^onWt
b*76 1al. 6 1 a 3©H*^&K:S.^|£g|hr71 6

2*51 <r-r-2feS3ft£J:'5K:0fc. C(Dtclb> 2~?<D

m^'7<Dmi 6 2 G 1 , 1 6 2G2(C-€-^tlSt-^
t'TISttOfSPga:. ?Jft7 6 1 aH±©IHHR©2ffiKC

[0 02 6] ^2Sfi«)lPd3 1 1 2 tcJB«3tifc«

mmwm 1 5 3 «©si-T*affi 1 0 0 AWtpn^wmfr
-Oi&mirZt. 03 (a) Kwt«fc5K«t4. ^2ii!fi»

@^ 1 1 2tCtttf^T&JASftfcttaUBNUI 1 5 3(C

ii. 7 'J y 7V< 5 F3 1 7&>f>fT4 1^ur
(xEp-C^Tie-K:) t74 2*HaiU S/c. f>8
i*>p>brr7 5. 7 4*^or <OEnrmr«fc5«:) f
T7 3^«glori,^©r, ®J613SJB1 5 3©5%.
fc*T 4 2 <DWm&t fT 7 3©^* i ©fS-C,

^nscticifes©^. iuia»«oo<tinflir*-5. e c

cr. *3iJBKfi8r«v ±i20/cJ:^(c^JS:t*T6 1 a

©gfdJMAjjisjtt. SJifflifgai 5 l^org^trri
62©Sfl62Gl, 1 6 2G2(Cct-or, -e©^"[n)3!)5

^fe^nr^s. zotcib, it«iaofcg£5fe©a«o 0©
JS^tMfet) (07 (a) #J1) . lo©MT (*
F9rtt2o©) isfttrr 1 e 2ra±*sStt-rsiBfttrr

@M#f*Jl 15 4a. 1 5 4 b tt. *<W^5Snei*»ejK

-c- «. 03 (a) ty—imm^Tm+Bf&mm 3

1 S <!:<««? 8 1 b i*<SA{E»«Wcfett-3ri,»S.

HKl»A«. m?!SiB^® 1 5 3 KSSft-j-Strr 4 2 a i
£7 7 3 a i*»A<EBIi«:tt-3rt>S. 0*>fe. ±JE
O^cA^Kl. C©2o©gfl 6 2G 1 . 162G2©P5
ra#j£< §nr^s©r. gfttTSKfftil 5 4
a. 1 5 4 b©js<? k. mwmmm 1 5 3 totmcotc
60@tilK0?t/;©tt^^-> 19 2a, 192
bfc^vefU&JdSOTfc, ^?2Si3i^Jl 1 5 3

[0 02 7]Sfot, f74 2©m*it77 3®«

») . ^(D—mz&M't 19 2a. 192b ©f§©
GMSBmm 15 3s Srii-2)K8t©^>SK=&IXS. fiE-o
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t, ^©Jt^CCtbtSLT, MBMJI1 5 3©f#o$g
tn.Zm&Z&ZCtWTttcCitCtj:*. Site, W&ft
«reii«ii 53 s*a4cicc«to. vmrnc-c
±«WCfiiS-r-5)fT4 2 ih*T7 3 £©IH|-Cil&f7-5«

H7 (b) ®m^imur*<DSs&tm<i3:&
itto. c ogjp h &WBsaam i 5 3 ©aaa*{gT$«
sciKfe*. -eor. fs&trr i 6 2£JbTi^t;<4s
KJ&asi,fc«feffifit:7 1 6 3 $ 6CCJ5B 1 0 0 B

[0028] mKc, jtoMiram 1 1 3 tcjBttsnfc

A#BM 1 5 6 3?©«T-£«M 1 0 0 A«to»6¥ffi»-j-

££. S3 (b) ©J^tCttS. C<DW&i>. m&MSi
b'T 1 6 3 . 1 6 4 ra±%s»r4«ws*trrsstt»
ft!155a, 155b**«Sfc«>. SJKiilC - C ±
KM?hfct74 3ai^774 a i ^^fs^lH^
1 5 6 a K. figg^trrffittaMtti 1 5 5 a t 1 5 5

b com*at"ciii-eti, ©-c . a*team -r -5. ft: r
COfcab. 5 6 a©*££@<T?

^©ffif/teffiTStf. «#<WBl%8S±"r*S. *
fc. fs-^lSffi 15 6a #3£38£g 7*£&aH*S 1 5 5

a i 1 5 5 b®IM£»£fc». fte©{t-*fIE,1£ 15 6^1
WCtfTIWfcSgttT* 4 J: 5 tefc 9 . BHfttcflPf&R

[0 02 9] C©<fc5CC. ***te^SS©S« 1 0 0T
3>f>f;<y K3 2^6®D:5^JSfT6 1 a©

«ojtic^«^fftEtMi 5 i fccfco-K^ trr l 6 2 ©
Wtc«fc»)3SJ5t,fc©"C. WBEfiWl 5 3^{t^|3tSUI

1 5 6©ffiia£ffiTS-tfSC£#-Ci*fc„ ft*.

XMi-Ctt. l-^©^*fiX-reSlt*Tl 6 2 (Wittt 1

6 2a£l 62b) *><BftgSfcTTl 63. 1 6 4H±
*. ^ergi^^Jl 15 4a. 154b -^fi&Mfi

««aMttl 15 5a, 155b -CffiEtcSSKUfc.

7&jKLTfc#>&l,»£, ^©fc'TOiTCC trrf
^"C*J^*a(cas*s. fifttrrffittawttiwaster

il»c <fc ^ !^©JtJfcW«/NKK:8i*. & ft§ £ ±t(c
. sir

convict*. 7 1 6 2 i^asiegyi 1 5 3

£©»©»*''*£->«:. ^»ri£it ((KffiiM) C-C K

[0 0 3 0] ±lBJHi^{c*jt,irtt, l tcj&m

ucngtere lcsi. jeauiMi 1 uc&f&utcm
msmm 5 1 £ , isim 2 ccj&sr0 tr7 6 2 ©gf
iT5>J^t'T©77[S]?r$^L//c 0 C©ftfe, *MHR2£3
ZLtfcftioommmrs 1 2(c*j^r, _hss <t pr«itc^us;

t*7©#[6j£ig&bT fc/du C©*§^rCC«,

*fi*ft»IH 1 1 3 (C0fi£L/c##Ei» 1 6 2 CC-ol^Ttt.

±IS«StJgJBt|5I«K:8a8*S<-C#. ^SMKDStn

(7) #1920 00-3 1 32 9
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£ig»T£&*J, tfilMni 1 2K»fi£Ofc«iEi28Ug
CCot,>T«. BalBL/cS£3fe©*S 0 0 CCfcWZnWMM
B5 3£IUDff£f#£&£©T> (06. S7 (a)#
J&) , ««Ei8»©JffiK*(B«r-5Ct3&J"C*ft«,>. ft

t>v! 9 F 3 2 iCj5Uftlt«t7©*I=l?:^t5 C
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